
Read an adventure 
book. Compare and 
contrast between 
the two authors. 

What do you notice 
is the same and 
different about 

their styles? 

Find the oldest 
map you can of 
the local area 

and compare it 
to a modern 

map. What do 
you notice? 

Make a spy 
gadget and 

draw up 
instructions/ 

diagrams for its 
use. 

Do you know all 
of your time 
tables? Is 

there one that 
you’re weakest 

at? Once 
ready, get 

someone to test 
you and bring in 
proof that you 

have made 
progress. 

Use a dictionary/ 
Internet to find a 
meaning for the 
word:

Espionage 
Can you put it in a 
sentence? 

Learn how to say a 
question in a 

foreign language. 
Can you find 

someone that 
understands you? 

Have you been out of 
breath today yet? 

How about this week.
Do something 
physical and 

constructive to get 
out of breath for 
ideally 30 minutes. 

What is your 
favourite form of 

exercise? 

Copper

beech
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Who was Anthony 
Horowitz? How 

many books has he 
written? When did 

he start writing? 
Was he always a 

writer? 

Can you do a good 

deed? How about 

making something for 

someone or telling 

someone something 

nice? Write it down and 

show us. 

Is there something in 
particular you have
enjoyed about our 

learning so far? How 
about an area of Maths 
or something in Topic? 
Have a go at creating 

an extension task

Remember 
spelling test
every Friday. 

Have you 
looked at 
yours and 

learnt them 
this week yet? 

Remember 

timetables 

on a Friday

With an adults 

help, cook 

something and 

then write 

instructions for 

others to follow. 

Can you take a 

photo of the 

finished dish? 

Finished a book? Great,
write a review and bring 

it in to share with the 
class. This could be short 
and small- we could slip 

them in the front of 
books so others can get a 
heads- up before reading 

(don’t give it all away!)


